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Abstract. Beginningfrom the hypothesis
by Bjerknes[1969]that oceanatmosphere interaction was essential to the E1 Nifio-Southern Oscillation

(ENSO) phenomenon,
the TropicalOcean-GlobalAtmosphere(TOGA)
decadehas not only confirmedthis but has supplieddetailed theory for mechanisms setting the underlying period and possiblemechanismsresponsible
for the irregularity of ENSO. Essentialsof the theory of ocean dynamical
adjustment are reviewed from an ENSO perspective. Approachesto simple
atmospheric modeling greatly aided developmentof theory for ENSO atmospheric feedbacksbut are critically reviewed for current stumbling blocks for
applicationsbeyond ENSO. ENSO theory has benefitted from an unusually
complete hierarchy of coupledmodels of various levels of complexity. Most
of the progressduring the ENSO decade came from models of intermediate
complexity, which are sufficientlydetailed to compare to observationsand
to use in prediction but are less complex than coupled general circulation
models. ENSO theory in simple models lagged behind ENSO simulation in
intermediate modelsbut has provided a usefulrole in uniting seeminglydiverse
viewpoints. The processof boiling ENSO theory down to a single consensus
model of all aspectsof the phenomenonis still a rapidly progressingarea, and
theoretical limits to ENSO predictability are still in debate, but a thorough
foundation

1.

for the discussion has been established

Introduction

1.1.

ENSO

in the TOGA

decade.

est interannual climate signal, is the first climate phenomenonshownto depend essentiallyupon coupledinteractions of the dynamics of both ocean and atmo-

as Prototype

Gains in understanding and predicting the E1 Nifio-

sphere. As such, it has provided a prototype for laying the theoretical and modeling foundationsof oceangoal and the major successesof the Tropical Ocean- atmosphereinteraction in the tropics more generally.
GlobalAtmosphere(TOGA) program.ENSO, the largStudiesof ocean-atmosphereinteraction have advanced rapidly for the tropical regionsbecauseat large scales
each medium is strongly controlled by the boundary
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separated from the seasonal-to-interannual scales that
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be made betweenatmosphericinternal variability and
cated by SST. This contrasts to the midlatitude situation where internal variability of both atmosphereand
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ocean is larger, and interactionsbetweenfast transient deep thermocline in the west is associated with warm
motions and slower timescalesare clearly important. SST, the western Pacific "warm pool".
Still, lessonsabout the subtle interaction of slow subThe important dependenceof SST in the equatosurface ocean dynamics, the thermodynamicsof SST, rial cold tongue region on wind-driven ocean dynamand atmosphericfeedbackslearned from TOGA may ics (rather than just on air-sea heat exchange)and
prove valuable in advancinginto the post-TOGA era.
the Walker circulation responseto anomalies in the
SST pattern form the key elementsof the Bjerknes hypothesis. Consider an initial positive SST anomaly in
1.2. The Bjerknes Hypothesis
the eastern equatorial Pacific. This anomaly reduces
The reigning paradigm for ENSO dynamics, that
the zonal SST gradient and hence the strength of the
it arises through ocean-atmosphereinteraction in the
Walker circulation, resulting in weaker trade winds at
tropical Pacific, dates back to a hypothesisof Bjerknes

[1969]. The essence
of Bjerknes'spostulate,as reinterpreted in light of our current knowledge,is that ENSO
arises as a self-sustained cycle in which anomalies of
SST in the Pacific causethe trade winds to strengthen
or slacken and that

this in turn

drives the ocean circu-

lation changesthat produce anomalous SST. Bjerknes
did not include mechanismsfor how the system moves
from a phasewith warm SST anomalies,through phases
with relatively little SST signature, to the subsequent
cold phase, and the paradigm now includes the statement that the ocean, with its slower timescales of adjustment, provides the memory that carries the oscillation from phase to phase. Within this paradigm one
may still distinguisha variety of mechanismswhich potentially contribute to the maintenance, timescale, and
spatial form of the cycle, and elaboration and winnowing of these was a centerpieceof TOGA.
As a backgroundto understandingENSO-related interannual variability, a brief description of the timemean circulation

and some essential

features

of ENSO

is worthwhile. For a full description of the observations,

see Wallaceet al. [thisissue].Differentialforcingof the
atmosphereby the SST boundary condition drivesthermodynamically direct circulation cells;convectiontends
to organize roughly over the warmest SST, producing

the IntertropicalConvergence
Zones(ITCZs). The zonally symmetric component, i.e., the Hadley circulation,

contributesan easterly (i.e., westward)componentto
tropical surface winds. This is strongly reinforced over
the tropical Pacific by winds associatedwith the zonally
asymmetric, i.e., the Walker circulation. Over the Pacific the Walker circulation is driven to a significantextent by the strong SST gradient acrossthe basin, with
warm

waters

in the

west.

The

westward

wind

stress

the equator. This leads to a deeper thermocline and
reduced currents and produces higher surface temperatures in the cold tongue region. This reducesthe SST
gradient still further in a positive feedbackwhich modelers have argued can lead to instability of the climatological state via ocean-atmosphereinteraction. The cyclic
nature of the resulting mode dependson the timescales
of responsewithin the ocean, as will be discussedin section 4. Earlier

or alternate

views that

did not subscribe

to the theory of a cyclic behavior underlying ENSO
variability will also be discussed.Supporting the modelers' consensusof cyclic behavior is the existence of
significant peaks in power spectra of observed ENSO
time series. Although the time series, for instance, of
eastern equatorial Pacific SST or atmospheric pressure
differencesacrossthe basin are rather irregular, a lowfrequency peak at around the 3-to-5 year period has
been found to be significant in a number of studies

[e.g.,Rasmusson
and Carpenter,1982;Rasmusson
et al.,
1990; Jiang et al., 1995; Gu and Philander, 1995; Wang

and Wang, 1996]. An additional,weakerpeak around
the 2-year period has been noted by severalof the above
studies. These are referred to as the quasi-quadrennial
or low-frequency peak and the quasi-biennial peak, respectively. More discussionof these is given in section
6 in the context of the discussionof ENSO irregularity.
1.3.

Model hierarchy

Hierarchicalclimate modelingemploysa succession
of
modelsof various complexities,the most complexbeing
the atmospheric, oceanic, and coupled general circula-

tion models(AGCMs, OGCMs, and CGCMs). Tropical coupled modeling has benefitted from arguably the
most complete hierarchy of any climate field, since intermediate tiers of the hierarchy have been successfully
filled. Coupling considerationstend to be similar to the
proceduresapplied in GCMs, except that formulations
in which anomalies are modeled about a specified climatology are common in the simpler models. Coupled

is balanced in the climatology largely by pressuregradients in the upper ocean associated with a sea level
gradient of about 40 cm acrossthe Pacific and a correspondingslope in the thermocline. Within the upper
ocean the differential depositionof wind stressby vertical viscositydriveswestwardsurfacecurrentsalongthe GCMs are the subjectof work by Delecluseet al. [this
equator, and Ekman drift due to the Coriolis force to issue],sowe herecoverthe theoreticalresultsfromother
either side of the equator drives a narrow band of up- members of the hierarchy.
The foundations for the hierarchy of coupled modwelling along the equator, especiallyunder the regions
of strongeasterliesin the eastern/centralPacific. The els were laid through the study of the individual comcombinationof upwelling and shallowthermocline pro- ponents. The dynamics of the equatorial ocean reducesthe "equatorial cold tongue" in the east, while the sponse to wind stress was examined in shallow water
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models representingthe dynamics of the upper ocean comparedwith observations,their parameter spacecan
[e.g., Moore, 1968; Cane and Sarachik, 1977, 1981; be inexpensivelyexplored,and they can be usedto pro-

McCreary,1976],modifiedshallowwater models[e.g., duce associated versions that are linearized or reduced
Cane,1979ab;$chopfand Cane,1983],and oceangen- by asymptotic approximationsto give insight into the
eral circulationmodels[e.g. PhilanderandPacanowski, model behavior. Most of the simple models can be
1980, Philander, 1981]. In the atmosphere,simpleat- described by comparisonto the intermediate models,
mospheric models with steady, damped shallow water and referenceto the ocean or atmosphericcomponents
dynamics were shown to provide a reasonableapprox- is useful when describing the behavior of these subimation to the low-level tropical atmospheric response systems. We thus present here a typical intermediate
to SST anomalies[e.g., Gill, 1980; Webster,1981; Ze- model for reference in the subsequentsections.
The intermediate coupled model of Cane and Zebiak
biak, 1982; Gill and Rasmusson,1983]. There is still
disagreementas to the best formulation of these simple [1985]and Zebiakand Cane [1987](hereinafter,work

atmospheric
models[Zebiak,1986;LindzenandNigam, by Caneand Zebiak[1985]and Zebiakand Cane[1987]
1987; Neelin and Held, 1987; Neelin, 1989a; Allen and is referred to as CZ), has proveninfluential in ENSO
Davey,1993; Wangand Li, 1993]but their simulation studiesand has provided the first successfulENSO foreof anomalous wind stress from given SST has quali- castswith a coupledmodel. Battisti [1988]and Battisti
tative similarity to observationsand to AGCM simu- and Hirst [1989;hereinafterreferredto as BH] usean
lations [e.g., Lau, 1985; Palmer and Mansfield,1986; independent version of the same model, and Jin and
Mechoso et al., 1987; Shukla and Fennessey,1988, and Neelin [1993a,b], Neelin and Jin [1993];(hereinafter
Jin and Neelin [1993a,b], Neelin and Jin [1993]are
references
therein].
The coupledmodel hierarchyconstructedfrom these referredto as JN), and Jin et al. [1994,1996]usea recomponentsoften usesthe followingclassifications:sim-

lated model.

ple models, intermediate coupledmodels(ICMs), hybrid coupledmodels(HCMs) and coupledGCMs. The

The details of the CZ model include some

simple models include the simplest linear shallow wa-

drawbacksthat seemnot to adverselyinfluencethe overall results and are immaterial to the presentation here
but are noted below for completeness.Other intermedi-

ter models[e.g.,Lau, 1981;Philanderet al., 1984; Gill,

ate models[Andersonand McCreary,1985;$chopfand

1985; Hirst, 1986, 1988; Wakata and Sarachik, 1991a;

Suarez, 1988; Yamagata and Masumoto, 1989; Graham

Neelin,1991; Wangand Weisberg,1996],togetherwith

and White, 1990; Xie et al., 1989; Changet al., 1995]

some useful models which condensethe dynamics even
further, usually at the cost of ad hoc approximations.
The more complex and carefully parameterized of the
modified shallow water models that include adequate
nonlinearity to ensure that the system evolves in a

share many of the same basic properties and are described by comparisonat the end of the section.
The presentation is nondimensionalizedfollowing JN
to bring out a few primary parameters from amongthe
many lurking in the coupled system. These are: /•, the
relative coupling coefficient, which is the strength of
the wind stressfeedbackfrom the atmosphereper unit
SST anomaly,scaledto be order unity for the strongest
realistic coupling; for tz - 0 the model is uncoupled;
5, the relative adjustment time coefficient,which measuresthe ratio of the timescaleof oceanicadjustment by
wave dynamics to the timescale of adjustment of SST
by coupled feedback and damping processes;scaled to
be order unity at standard values of dimensionalcoefficients; and 5s, the surface-layercoefficient,which governs strength of feedbacksdue to vertical-shearcurrents

bounded (and hopefully realistic) manner are deemed
ICMs [e.g., Cane and Zebiak,1985;Andersonand McCreary, 1985; Zebiak and Cane, 1987; Battisti, 1988;
Battisti and Hirst, 1989; Schopf and Suarez, 1988; Yamagata and Masumoto, 1989; Graham and White, 1990;
Xie et al., 1989; Jin and Neelin, 1993a, b; Yang and

O'Brien, 1993; Changet al., 1995].The next mostcomplex modelsare the HCMs, consistingof an oceanGCM

coupledto a simpleratmosphericmodel [e.g., Neelin,
1989b, 1990; Latif and Villwock, 1990; Barnett et al.,

1993; Waliser et al., 1994; Syu et al., 1995]. This designchoiceis made becausethe oceancontainsboth the and upwelling,(us,rs, ws), createdby viscoustransfer
memory and limiting nonlinearity of the system;the atmosphereis thus treated as the fast componentof a stiff
system. Divisions in the hierarchy are not sharp and
some of the lowest-resolution coupled GCMs may not
be that much more complexthan the best ICMs. Many
of these modelsproduceinterannual variability through
coupled interactions which have significant parallels to
ENSO dynamics.

2. Intermediate

Coupled Models

Intermediate coupled models currently constitute the
most important contributors to ENSO theory. Simulations and predictions with them can be quantitatively

between the surface-layerand the rest of the thermocline; as 5.• • 0, the effectsof these becomenegligible.
A modified shallow water model with an embedded,

fixed-depthmixedlayer[Cane,1979a;$chopfand Cane,
1983]providesthe ocean-dynamics
component

(so, +

-

+
yu• + Oyh' - 0
' + OyV
'
-o
(60, + e,•)h' + O•u•
m
- yv', esvs + yus - 0
!

!

(lb)

(2)
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where latitude, y, appears due to the nondimensional- file of the forcing appropriate to the assumedSST y
ized Coriolis force, and the equationsare applied here to dependence•4 is a simple integral operator.
departures,
denoted
( )•, froma specified
climatology, Coupling is carried out by flux correction,a method
denoted (). Anomalousvertical mean currentsabove of constructing a known climatological state that apthe thermocline,(u•, vm), and thermoclinedepth,h•, proximates the observed in order to model anomalies
are governedby the shallow water componentin the about it. The ocean model is run with observed climalong wave approximation,(1) (hereinafter(1) is used tological wind stressto define the ocean climatological
_

/

to denotethe system(la)-(lc), and similarlyfor other state(g,•,•, ...); SST anomalies,
T', with respectto
equations),with suitableboundaryconditionsat basin this are
boundaries[Gill and Clarke,1974]ßVertical-shear
curT' T- f
rents,(u•s,vs), are governedby localviscousequations,
(5)
(2). Both are drivenby the zonalwind stressanomaly,
•-•. The damping rates, em and es, are not treated as
primary parameters becausethe former is small and the with r' from (4) and T from (3).
l

For sufficiently small values of the coupling coefficient, b, the climatological state is unique and stable;
interannual variability must arise by bifurcations fi'om
imations,see Cane [1979a]and CZ. Verticalvelocities
this
state as/• increases.
are given by the divergenceof the horizontal velocities
Anderson
andMc•reary [1985]usedan ICM in which
and the values of surface currents and upwelling into
the
ocean
component
carries an equation for a vertically
the surface-layer by the sum of anomalous mean and
ß
/
/
/
/
constant temperature above a jump at the thermocline,
shearcontributions,u- um + us, wm + ws.
as well as equations for layer-mean currents and the
BecauseSST servesas a key interfacial variable, carethermocline depth. Within the stated assumptionsthis
ful parameterization of processeswhich affect SST are
model formulation is hydrodynamically more consistent
largely responsiblefor the successof the CZ model. The
than the CZ ocean approach, but the latter is chardirect effects of temperature variations in the surfaceacterized by aptly chosen approximations. Xie et al.

latter can be largely absorbedinto 6s. For a more formal
scaling, see JN; for the justification of several approx-

layer on pressuregradientsare neglectedin (1), but a

prognosticequation for SST is carried separately, which
contains all the essential nonlinearity of the CZ model;

ulationsqualitativelysimilarto CZ. Wanget al. [1995]

O,T + uaT + 7-[(w)w(T- Tsub)/H.5

+vO•T + eT(T -- To) - 0

[1989]showedthat the Andersonand McCrearymodel
depends strongly on the entrainment parameterization
and that a judicious choice of this leads to ENSO sim-

(3)

where T is total SST. The heavisidefunctionT/(w) is
positive when w is upward, thereby cooling the mixed
layer, and zero when downwardmotion causesno change
in SST. The NewtonJan cooling representsall physical
processesthat bring SST toward a radiative-convectivemixing equilibrium value, T0. The subsurface temperature field, Tsub, characterizes values upwelled from a

introduced a version of the CZ approach with a variable-

depth, embeddedmixed layer, and •hen et al. [1995]
used a model

with

two baroclinic

modes.

Both

use a

parameterized entrainment temperature similar to Tsub

in (3). Like CZ, this assistssimulationof SST but at
the cost of losing a consistent available potential en-

ergyequation.SchopfandSuarez[1988]usea two-layer

primitive equation model with temperature equations
in both variable-depth layers. For a more extensive review
of TOGA ocean models, including ocean GCMs,
depth 7-/(1.5)in the underlyingshallowwater layerand
see
Stockdale
et al. [thisissue].
is parameterized nonlinearly on the thermocline depth;
deeper thermocline results in warmer T,•ub.The form of

(3) is almostidenticalwhen nondimensionalized;
several 3. Dynamics
timescalesarise,of whichthe simplest(and shortest)is Ocean

a typicalvalueof (w/7-t•.5)
-•.

of the Uncoupled

Tropical

where/• is the couplingcoefficientand •4(T'; x, y) is a

Wind stress is the primary feedback from the atmosphereto the ocean for ENSO variability, and the ocean
responseto that wind stressis approximately deterministic. Since the ocean suppliesthe memory of the system, the nonequilibrium response of the ocean is important. Theory for the adjustment of an uncoupled
shallow water ocean to time-varying winds provided a

nonlocal

prelude to TOGA (see work by Moore and Philander

The simple atmospheric models which provide a zeroorder approximation to the wind stressresponseto SST
anomalies

can be written

r' - b.A(T';x, y)
function

of T' over the entire basin.

(4)
A linear

atmosphere gives essentialbehavior, though some models include nonlinear terms, which are, unfortunately,
not always well justified since they are usually associated with crude parameterizations of convection. For a

[1977];Cane and Sarachik[1983];McCreary[1985]for
reviews) and has been extendedduring the TOGA pe-

riod. We review this theory with emphasison relevance
to low-frequency motions such as occur in ENSO theoGill [1980]modeland with a specifiedmeridionalpro- retical models. Part of the successof TOGA is arguably
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due to the oceanresponseat interannualtimescalesbe- boundedproblem can be matchedat coaststo give reing reasonablywell capturedby linearor weaklynon- flectionpropertiesof a Kelvin wave into Rossbywaves

linearapproximations
to the oceandynamics[Kessler, at an easternboundary[Clarke,1983, 1992],and of
1991;ArnaultandPerigaud,1992;Delcroixet al., 1994]. Rossbywavesinto a Kelvinwaveat a westernboundary
In the ICM above,the oceandynamicsis entirely lin- [Clarke,1991; du Penhoarand Cane,1991,and referear and the limiting nonlinearityof the systemresides encestherein]. Examinationof suchreflectionsin obentirelyin the SST equation,so to the extentthat its servationshas been carried out, for instance,by Clarke
successes
in simulatingand predictingENSO are valid, [1992];Clarkeand Van Cotder[1994];Kessler[1991];
linear theory can be usedto understandhowthe ocean and Kessler and McPhaden[1995]. Kesslerand Mcnotethat eastprovidesmemoryto the system.This alsoimpliesthat Creary[1993]and Kessleret al. [1995J
a separationcan be madebetweenshorttimescalemo- ern boundaryreflectionsappearto producelessRossby
tions and lower frequencymotions. In a finite basin
these have rather different properties. Recent TOGA
theory suggeststhat it is usefulto think about these
differingtimescalesin slightly differentways.

wave variance above the thermocline than would be ex-

pected from the simplesttheory, possiblybecausethe
energycanbe transmittedthroughthe thermoclineinto

the deepocean[e.g.,Rothstein
et al., 1985].Du Penhour
and Cane[1991]and Clarke[1991]arguethat western

boundaryreflectionsare only modestlyaffectedby gaps
such as the Indonesian throughflow region, while Vet3.1.1.
Kelvin and Rossby waves.
Dearly schellet al. [1995]arguethat realisticgeometrycan
beloved by equatorial oceanographersare the eigenso- substantiallyaffect the reflectedKelvin wave.
3.1.

Free

Ocean

Solutions

lutions of an unforced stratified

fluid linearized

about

3.1.2.

Ocean basin modes and scattering spec-

a resting basic state, horizontally homogeneous,
except trum.
For a zonally finite oceanbasin boundedby
for linear y dependenceof the Coriolisparameter, and eastern and western coaststhe Kelvin and Rossbywave
with no horizontal boundaries. These eigensolutions solutionsof the unbounded problem are no longer the
[Matsuno,1966;Gill, 1980]involvelinearcombinationseigensolutions.Becausesuchbasin boundariesare imof Parabolic cylinder functions in latitude scaled by portant in ENSO theory and muchof our theoretical
the equatorial radius of deformation. Commonly
understandingis basedon eigenmodes
of the coupled
noted 0r•, these form a complete basis for decompos- problemin a finite oceanbasin,it is relevantto know
ing latitudinal structure of fields obeying reasonable the propertiesof the eigenspectrum
of an uncoupled
conditions[Cane and $arachik, 1977]. The Fourier- ocean in a suitably definedfinite tropical ocean basin.
decomposedlongitude and time dependenceof these The most suitable simple configurationto consideris
eigensolutionsobey dispersionrelationsfamiliar to ev- the case of east and west coastsunbounded in the poleery physicaloceanographer
[seeGill, 1985; Philander, ward direction so no wave energy completesthe circuit
1990], of which the most important for our applica- around northern or southern boundaries. The analogy
tions are equatorial Kelvin and long Rossby waves. to the southern Pacific is obvious, and this assumes

The long wave approximation,usedin (1)-(3), filters that dissipationand complexboundariespreventwallall wave types except these and approximatesthem as trapped solutionsfrom making it acrossthe northern
nondispersivefor zonal wavelengthslong comparedto Pacific boundary. Becausewave energy in the form
the equatorialradiusof deformation(about300 km for of wall-trapped Kelvin waves leaks from the equatothe first baroclinicvertical mode). The Kelvin wave is rial regionpolewardup the easterncoast,no discrete
trapped within a radius of deformation of the equator, spectrumexistsfor this case[Moore,1968]for the full
with a Gaussian latitudinal structure, and propagates shallow water equations. Rather, there is a continuum

eastward(phasespeedaiDout2.5 m/s for the first verti- spectrumor "scatteringspectrum";waveenergythat is
cal mode),whilethe equatorialRossbywaveshavesuc- input at any frequencycreatescomplexpatterns that
cessivelymore complexstructure and propagatewest- can be thought of as multiplereflectionsof Rossbyand
ward. Sudden wind stresseventsin one part of the basin Kelvin waves,but ultimately, this energyis lost up the
excite free wave propagationto other parts of the basin, leaky eastern boundary. Near-resonanceoccursat cerand from the early days of TOGA it was realizedthat tain frequencies,however,and in the longwaveapprox-

this couldbe importantto interannualvariability[e.g., imation these portionsof the continuumbecomedisBusalacchiand O'Brien, 19811. For oceanGCM ex- crete modes;the ocean-basinmodesof Cane and Moore
amples,see Cieseand Harrison I1991],and references [1981].In representations
in termsof a finitenumberof
therein. Wave fronts with Kelvin wave phase speeds Rossbywavesthe remainderof the scatteringspectrum
and structures exist in observationsof upper ocean mo- is also discretizedas decayingeigenvalues
[Neelinand
oceanbasinmodehas
tions [e.g., Miller et al., 1988; Busalacchiet al., 1994; Jin, 1993J.The lowest-frequency
Kindle andPhoebus,
1995;Kessleret al., 1995]andpro- quite a short period, about 9 monthsfor typical wave
andmaybetooleakyto besignificant
in the real
jection on Rossbywave structuresgivesreasonablefit speeds,
to many events[e.g., du Penhoaret al., 1992;Delcroix ocean[Kessler,1991].The importantpropertyfor the
et al., 1991J. Theseeigensolutions
of the zonallyun- coupledproblemis that there is no well-distinguished
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der [1977],Carteand $arachik[1983],and McCreary
[1985]for reviews].Much of it is phrasedin termsof

(a)

adjustment to abrupt changesof a wind patch, which
createsKelvin and Rossbywave frontsthat can easily
be trackedover an intervalsmall enoughthat multiple
reflectionsfrom coastsdo not complicatethe solution.
An exampleof such a spin up processis providedin

300O

•500

Figure1 [McCrearyandAnderson,1984],for the case
ec•

2500

o

5000

7500

I0 000

krn

of a wind patch in midbasinswitchedon suddenlyover
an ocean initially at rest. The wind patch tapers from
a maximum at the equator to zero at 1500 km off the

equator and extendslongitudinallyover the central half
of the basin, tapering to zero from a midbasin maximum. At early times, Kelvin and Rossbywavepackets

450O

carry information about the sudden switch-on eastward

3OO0

and westward,respectively(Figure la). After the packets reach the boundaries of the basin and reflections re1500

turn into the interior, the systembeginsto approachits
long-termsteadyresponsealongthe equator,although
off-equatorialregionsadjust moreslowlybecauseof the
slowerphasespeedof Rossbywavesat higherlatitudes.
Figure 1. Evolution of thermoclinedepth in a linear
3.2.2.
Steady ocean response to wind forcshallow water model following sudden switch-on of a ing.
Along the equator the solution for the therlocalizedwind patch in midbasin. (a) 3 months and
moclinedepth is dominatedby the balanceof pressure
(b) 13 months.Monthsare dimensionalized
usingwave
gradient
with wind stress(neglectingthe dampingterm
speedscharacteristicof the first baroclinicmode. After
in
(la)
McCrearyand Anderson[1984].
=
ocean mode at interannual frequenciesfor ENSO to be

ß o set the thermoclinedepth alongthe equatora bound-

ary conditionon (6) is needed.•his is obtainedby solvcloselyassociated
with [Neelinand Jin, 1993].Any ex- in• the problem with ti•e dependentequatorial waves
planationfor E•TSOmustthus comefrom fully coupled and dampingpresentand takin• the steadylimit caretheory rather than as a weaklycoupledperturbationto fully. The full solutionalongthe equatorcorresponding
some ocean eigensolution.
to (6)is then [Hao et al., 1993]
3.2.

Wind-Driven

3.2.1.

Ocean Response

Ocean spin-up.

-

-

Extensive theory exists

for the adjustmentof the uncoupledshallowwater ocean whichincludesthe effectsof equatorialwaveadjustment
to time-varyingwinds (seework by Moore and Philan- on the final state.

10

-5
-10

130E

180

130W

longitude
Figure 2. Steadyresponse
of thermocline
depthin a linearshallowwatermodelto steadywind
forcing, constant in latitude. The longitude dependenceis a half sinusoldcenteredon the date
line and with half wavelength60ø, zero elsewhere.

80W
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Figure 2 showsthe steady responseof h to a steady For a casein which ocean adjustment proceedsquickly
wind patch, centered on the dateline and constant in comparedto the rate of changeof the wind, sothe ocean
latitude. A damping time of 250 days has been used. approachesequilibrium with the wind, there would be
From (6/) and Figure2a, it may be notedthat the mean about a 150ø phase differencebetween west and east.
responsealong the equator is not zero. Mass has been The lead of the western region givesthe appearanceof
transferred from higher latitudes to the equator in re- a slow eastward propagation. It should be emphasized
sponseto the westerlywind stressforcing ICane and that this is not a wave propagation in the senseof any
Sarachik,1981].The regionof deepened
thermoclineon individual free wave of the system but rather the sum
the east side of the basin is greater than the shallowed total of the ocean response,which is not quite in equiregion to the west of the wind stress. The off-equatorial librium with the wind forcing. The slight departures
minima in heat content in the west might be misiden- from equilibrium, as measuredby the differencefrom
tified as free Rossby signals but are in steady balance 180ø lag, characterizethe oceanicmemory,which is so
with the stress. Likewise, the deepened region in the important to interannualvariability.
east does not have Kelvin

wave structure.

3.2.3. Ocean response to periodic wind forcing.
Understanding of interannual coupled oscillations has benefitted greatly from examination of oscillatory interannual eigenmodesof coupledmodels. In light
of this a much better prototype for the coupled system
is to force an uncoupled ocean by low-frequency,timeperiodic winds. Such solutionswere developed by Cane

and$arachik[1981];hereinafterreferredto asCS) using
near-analytic results in a shallow water ocean, and by

Philander and Pacanowski[19811in an oceanGCM.
Figure 3 showsa time-longitude plot of thermocline
perturbations along the equator for such a case, where
the wind has a 3-year oscillatory period. The western

Pacific

leads

the

eastern

Pacific

a little

less than

Figure 3 is producedfrom an analyticalsolutionfor
the thermoclineresponseto periodicwind stress,on the
basisof an extensionof the CS results[Neelinand Jin,
1993]

It -- ]tEEcos2•(x1)]«exp[i(yx/2)tan2•(x1)]
-

[cos
expIi(!/•/2)tan24(z- Xo)ldzo

(7a)

with the value of h at the eastern boundary given by

-

j•0'
(sin
2•bxø)
«(zo)zo

half this period. For frequencieslower than the gravest where • - cu- i•, with cuas the frequency. The evo-

oceanbasin mode (about 8-10 months)the west leads lution of this responseoff the equator may be seen in
the east by between 90ø and 180ø in temporal phase. the latitude-longitude maps in Figure 4, for four phases
of the forcing through half a cycle. The patterns look

qualitativelylike ENSO thermoclinedepthpatterns[see
Wallaceet al., this issue;Latif et al., 1993bI and are

1.5

very similar to the patterns obtained for periodic ENSO

variabilityfoundin ICMs [Battisti,1988;JN•. Fromthe
expression
in (7) it may be seenthat Kelvin wavestruc-

1.0,

ture,exp[-y2/21,doesnotappearanywhere
in thesolution; the latitudinal width of the pattern in the eastern
basin with an equatorial maximum varies with longitude and depends on frequency and damping. This is
because the solution has time to be influenced by all
basin boundaries. Decomposing the relatively simple

0.5

0.100-

.....

0.100 .... "

solution (7) into Kelvin and Rossbywave y structures

..

ß
ß

...

..

and then heavily truncating the infinite sum has been
the traditional approach.

-0.5
0.000 --

-10•

At phaseswhen wind is present (Figures 4a,4b,and
4d), the patterns tend to resemblethe steadyresponse
pattern in Figure 2, multiplied by the amplitude of the

"

wind at that phase. Thus the structures off the equator
to the west of the wind are partly free Rossby waves
130E
18O
130W
80W
that are still in the processof adjusting to the wind but
Longitude
partly are just forced responsein balance with the wind
Figure 3. Time-longitude evolution of thermocline
stress. If we considerthis pattern as the ocean half of a
depth along the equator from a shallow water model
forced by a 3-year period oscillating wind stress path periodic coupled mode, only that part of the response
centered

at the

date

line.

The

calculation

is akin to

that is not in balance with the wind, the "ocean mem-

Cane and $arachik[1981],exceptthat the wind stress ory," can affect the later evolution of the mode. One
patch has more ENSO-like longitudinal dependence.

way to define this ocean memory contribution that is
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Figure 4. Latitude-longitudeevolutionof thermoclinedepth (alsoproportionalto oceansurface
height) from a shallowwater model forcedby the oscillatingwind stresspatch of period P = 3
years, as in Figure 3. Time is indicated in fractions of a period prior to the maximum westerly
phase of the winds.

appropriate for low-frequency behavior, where the solution has time for wave dynamicsto communicatethe
effectsof the boundariesinto the interior, is to subtract
the solution that would be in steady balance with the
wind stress at each time. This allows departures from
balance to be more clearly seen. Figure 5 showsmaps
of this ocean memory contribution for the same phases
as Figure 4. The region west of the wind stressforcing,
off the equator is the region with the most significant

ary layer. At these timescalesthe "Kelvin wave" solution is essentially acting like an invisible tube, feeding
mass across to the eastern basin, where it spreads off
the equator due to the influence of the eastern boundary. These ocean patterns will be discussedagain in a
coupled context in section 5.

memory[BH; Battisti, 1989;Grahamand White,1991].

ENSO theory has benefitted greatly from the availability of simple atmospheric models that, despite gross
simplifications in representing tropical moist dynam-

It acts as a reservoir of nonadjusted heat content that is
fed down the western boundary to an equatorial bound-
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Figure 5. The "ocean memory" componentof the thermocline depth responsein Figure 4.
Here ocean memory is definedas the differencebetweenthe actual solution and the part of the
solution explained by instantaneous balance with the wind stress. This definition is useful at
timescaleslong comparedto the Kelvin crossingtime, such as ENSO timescales,where steady
balanceexplainsmuch of the solutionbut where the departuresfrom steadybalanceare crucial
to further

evolution.
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ics, can be tuned to give an adequate representation
of the low-level

wind

field.

The success of these mod-

els is partly because, to a first approximation, what is
required of them in ENSO theory is modest, a rough
representation of the anomalous wind stress response
to an SST anomaly. Becausethe ocean responsetends

to integrate in spaceover the wind stress(see (6) or
(7)), it turns out that the coupledresponse
can,in some

b

circumstances, be fairly forgiving of atmospheric errors

in positionor extent of the wind stressanomaly [see,
e.g., Caneet al., 1990]. The main requirement,in hindsight, is that the responseto a positive equatorial SST
anomaly be a region of equatorial westerlies shifted toward the west of a positive SST anomaly. Nonetheless,
it was a piece of good fortune for the TOGA program
that the complexity of tropical atmospheric dynamics
could be even roughly captured in simple models. For
instance, the current lack of suchmodels for the midlatitude atmosphere is a primary hurdle to advancements
in midlatitude coupled theory. Detailed review of atmospheric modeling and observationsin TOGA may

---:_ ,....

.....

'

....

.............
•

E

180

Figure 6. Simulation of low-level winds from by a
simple, damped, shallow water atmospheric model in
responseto prescribedheating for September1982 dur-

ing the early part of the 1982-1983E1 Nifio. (a) Simulated low-levelwinds (arrows) forcedby heat source
anomalies(contours)specifiedas an approximationto
observedconvectiveanomalies.(b) Observed850 mbar
wind anomalies.Contoursindicatewind speed(interval
of 5 m/s). After Gill and Rasmusson
[1983],reprinted

be foundin work by Trenberthet al. [thisissue];here by permission from Nature 306: 229-234, copyright
we review only aspectsof simplemodelsmost relevant (1983) Macmillan MagazinesLtd.
for ENSO theory.
These simple atmospheric models mostly use variations on damped shallow water dynamics, typically of
the form

vertically integrating over the atmospheric lower layer
and taking surface stress to be in the direction of the

averagewind in the layer [Lindzen and Nigam, 1987;
Neelin,1988]. This givesa timescaleH/(CDV), where

where ga is an inverse damping time, tta and Va are atmospheric low-level velocities, and p is a pressureperturbation scaled by mean density, which is sometimes
taken proportional to a layer mean temperature perturbation Ta. The forcing, Q, and the effective phase
speed, Ca, have different interpretations in different approaches.

H is lower layer depth, Co is the drag coefficient,and
V is the wind speed. The neglect of turning of the
wind with height causes the surface stress simulation

in thesemodelsto be overlyzonal [Neelin,1988; Wang
and Li, 1993]. Specifyingthe heating roughlydetermines boundary layer divergence, and so much of the
model amounts to obtaining the rotational part of the
wind from the heavily damped, linear vortieity equa-

tion. Clarke [1994]discusses
the balancesthat lead to
Matsuno[1966]introducedtheseequations;
they have anomalouswesterliesoccurring under anomalousconbecomeknown as "Gill models"since Gill [1980]used vection.
For the harder problem, that of going from SST
boundary conditions,the crudest solution is just to notice empirically that convection tends to occur preferento SST. These models have been used in two types of tially over warm SST. However, this relation is far from
problem: (1) to obtain low-levelwindsor surfacestress perfect, and there have been several attempts to jusfrom the forcing Q taken to be a specified convective tify shallow water type dynamics by a variety of physiheating; (2) to obtain winds and convectiveheating cal mechanisms. One approach has been to parameterfrom the forcing Q specified from SST. The first prob- ize convective heating as proportional to convergence,
lem is much easier, both in justifying the model and in with an arbitrarily specified "convergencefeedback"paobtaining accurate simulation. An influential example rameter [Webster,1981; Zebiak, 1986]. Another has
of this heating-forced problem, from the beginning of been to specify moisture in convectiveregions(typithe TOGA decade, is given in Figure 6. The main re- cally as a given fraction of saturation) and usea lower
gion of low-level westerlies along the equator near the level moisturebudgetto give convectiveheating [e.g.,
date line is qualitatively represented, although some Neelin and Held, 1987; Davey and Gill, 1988; Hendon,
of the other features are less satisfactory. The model 1988; Kleeman, 1991; Wang and Li, 1993; Hendon and
uses a strong linear Raleigh friction, with a damping Salby,1994]. In a two-levelmodelthis may be written
timescale of about 2 days. This may be justified by schematically as

one to examine atmosphericresponseto prescribeddiabatic heating. Webster[1981]and Zebiak[1982]took
the first steps toward relating the atmospheric forcing
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(9)

where Ta is column average or midlevel temperature
and qb is the low-level moisture, both in energy units;
U'. v is low-level convergence;$ is the mean dry static
stability; Qc, QR, and (•SH are the convective, longwave radiative, and sensible heat; and E is the evaporation, all normalized by column mass. Adding the two
equations and linearizing gives the moist static energy
equation

&Ta -- V-(S --

--

= S+

- aTa

where Fnet is the net energy flux into the column per
unit mass. When linearized, the sensible heating and
radiative fluxes tend to give terms proportional to surface temperature, Ts, and column temperature with inversedamping times, el, •2. Additional dependenceon
Ts arises in E. The latent heating, Qc, does not ap-
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originally neglected, which led to very large implied divergences. This occurs because the effect of stratification on implied vertical velocities is neglectedunder the
assumption that cumulus heating exactly cancels adiabatic cooling. Lindzen and Nigam then postulated a
relation

Pt - -e•l gH•7' v

(11b)

which they termed a back-pressureeffect. This stands
in for effects of stratification upon vertical motions.

Substituting(lib) into (11a) producesan equationsimilar to (8c), yielding a model mathematicallyequivalent
to the Gill model(8) with forcingQ proportionalto SST
[Neelin,1989a]. As a result,it becomesdifficultto distinguish the Lindzen-Nigam model from other models
based on (8) or on (8a) and (8b) with (10). Fitting
of models of this form, under one interpretation or another, to observations has been carried out by Zebiak

[1990]and Allen and Davey[1993].Comparison
to re-

suitsof a model with a similar approachto (8) but with
pear in (10) sincemoisturesink and latent heat source an additional surface-layeris found in work by Wang
necessarily cancel. This is a property of the vertically and Li [1993,1994]. For discussion
of an alternateapintegrated moist static energy equation for the primitive equations, and consistent simpler models should

preserve
it. The quantity(•-

proach based on approximations to the Betts and Miller

[1986]deepconvective
scheme,
seeYu andNeelin[1997]
qb)actsas an effective and Neelin [1997].

static stability for the moist motions, termed the "gross
For TOGA studies this disagreementon mechanisms
moist stability." In convective regions of a two-layer driving tropical flow was not a major impediment since
model it determines the phase speed of organized con- mainly the wind stressfeedbackwas required. For modvectingmotions,suchas the Madden-Julianwave[e.g., eling in which heat fluxes become more important, noNeelin and Held, 1987; Hendon, 1988; Wang and œi, tably over land surfaces, or in which details of wind
1993]. It must be positivefor steadysolutions,suchas stress matter, an improved understanding of tropical
are used in many ENSO models, to be meaningful. An atmospheric flow appears essential.
analogousquantity can be derived from the vertically
continuous primitive equations using moist convective

adjustment[Neelinand Yu, 1994; Yu andNeelin,1997]
that indeed is positive. Simple models that use a con-

5.

Basic

ENSO

Mechanism

In describingour understandingof the basic mecha-

vergencefeedbackparameterization
for convection[e.g., nism that lies at the heart of the ENSO phenomenon
Zebiak,1986]canbe viewedasapproximatingthis equa- we follow a loosely chronological outline. The aption (although without a moisture equation care must

proaches and models used fall naturally into an ex-

be taken to avoid inconsistenciesin the atmospheric en-

ploratory "early TOGA" phase,a "mid-TOGA" phase,
ergetics). Taking p oc-Ta, the steadystate versionof characterizedby articulation of dominant ideas, and an
(10) replaces(8c) to give a modelthat is, to a first ap- "end of TOGA" phase, which brought together some
proximation,similar to a Gill model (8) with forcingQ of the apparent contradictionsof the mid-TOGA phase
proportional to SST.

and opened new questions that will carry over into the

Lindzen and Nigam [1987]useda very differentap- post-TOGA era. The discussiondeviates from strict
proach to obtaining low-level wind from SST that seem- chronology where ideas raised in one phase were more
ingly bypassesthe question of convectiveheating. If clearly understood in a subsequentphase.
temperature in the atmosphericboundary layer follows
SST, T•, then the hydrostatic equation givesvertically 5.1. Early TOGA
averagedpressureperturbations in the boundary layer,
Early theoretical work on the coupled system in-

jO,aS

i5- Pt -- -BT.s

(11a)

where pt is the pressureperturbation at the top of the
layer and B is a constant associated with the vertical
structure of temperature and the integrated hydrostatic
effects. The pressureperturbations, /5, are then used
in boundary layer vertically averagedmomentumequations. Closure requires a treatment of pt. This was

cluded an exploration of somepotential oscillation mech-

anismsin simplelow-ordersystems[McWilliarasand
Cent, 1978] and coupled nonrotating shallow water
modelswith couplingproportionalto thermoclinedepth

Lau, 1981].McCreary[1983]and McCrearyandAnderson[1984]exploredshallowwater oceandynamicscoupled to wind stresspatterns that changedby a discontinuous switch dependingon thermocline depth. These
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papershaveoften beenomitted from recentcitation because of the unrealistic

switch

condition
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multiple equilibria for ENSO was introduced(warm
and cold stationary states, with some additional processsuch as noise causingtransitionsbetweenthem)
and it was not until the very end of TOGA that this
possibility was eliminated.
A notable observationduring pre-TOGA and early
TOGA was the increasein western Pacific sea level prior

to ENSO warm phases[l/Vyrtki,1975, 1985]. Assimi-
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theory wascomplicatedby the interpretationassociated
TIME[(yr$)
with it at the time, a postulated "energy relaxation,"
with emphasison deterministic ocean,purely stochastic Figure 7. Time series of sea surface temperature
atmosphere,and sudden discharge. The movementof anomaliessimulatedby the Cane and Zebiak[1985]
intermediate coupled model over 90 years of a couocean heat content on and off the equator in accordance
pled model run. The solid line is the "Nifio 3" index
with smoothly posed ocean dynamicsand with atmo- (SST anomaliesaveraged5ø N-5øõ, 150ø W-90ø W),
spheric coupling has since become central to a more the dashedline is "Nifio4" (5ø N-5ø 160ø E-150ø W).
consistenttheoretical interpretation of the ENSO cy- From Zebiakand Cane[1987].
cle, summarized as the subsurfacememory paradigm
below.

The first linear stability study in a coupledshallow various feedback mechanismsin supporting the growth

water systemwaspresentedby Philanderet al. [1984]. of SST anomalies during the development stages of a
With SST proportional to thermoclinedepth, with a
proportionality constant independentof space, and a
Gill atmosphericmodel, an initial SST anomaly was
found to grow and extend along the equator. Modes
that growundersuchassumptionsabout SST propagate
eastward,as shownby Hirst [1986]. Similar eastward

warming. Notably, severalof the terms in the SST equa-

tion (3) cooperateto producewarming: zonaladvection

of warmer SST from the west, upwelling of anomalously
wm'm subsurfacetemperatures associatedwith deeper
thermocline in the eastern part of the basin, and reduction of upwellingdue to reducedEkman pumping as the
propagationmay be foundin workby Yamagata[1985]. easterlies weaken. Battisti's model was very similar to
A mechanismfor westward propagation involving zonal the model by CZ, with slight parameter differencesand
advection of an east-west SST gradient with warmer improvement of some numerics, and yet tended to give
waterin the westwasnotedby Gill [1985].Hirst [1986, much more regular oscillations. For instance, Battisti's

1988]analyzedthe effectsof the varioustermsof an ide-

[1988]Figure 2 (not reproducedhere) corresponding
to

alized SST equation in a linear modified shallow water
model. He obtained eastward and westward propagating modesin both a zonally periodic caseand caseswith
a basin of finite zonal extent. The propagation characteristics depended on the terms retained in the SST
equation, with zonal advection tending to create an unstable westward propagating mode and the thermocline
feedbacktending to create an unstable eastward propagating mode.
At approximately the same time, Cane and Zebiak

Figure 7, has a curious repeating sequenceof four E1
Nifios every 13 years, with every fourth event being
larger than the others. This difference between these
two extremely similar modelswas not resolveduntil almost the end of TOGA, when it turned out to be symptomatic

of a scenario for ENSO

chaos.

The other major development of this period came

when Cane et al. [1986]issuedthe first ENSO forecasts made with a physically based coupled ocean atmosphere model. At the time, this was considered

[1985]and Zebiakand Cane [!987]obtainedsustained controversialby some, sincethe mechanismsproducoscillationsin an ICM of the form (1)-(4). The spa- ing the oscillationin the CZ modelwere not yet undertial form of these oscillations appeared reasonablyclose stood,muchlessagreeduponas beingthe processes
relto the observed ENSO, and the amplitude of the os- evant to observations. Subsequentdevelopmentshave
cillation was limited by nonlinearity. For some model seenevidenceand consensus
grow that suchforecastsof
parameters the amplitude of the oscillation behaved ir- seasonal-to-interannual
variabilityhavepracticalutility
regularly, in a manner reminiscentof observedENSO and a soundphysicalbasis,as reviewedin Latif et al.
time series. Figure 7 showsSST indicesfrom this model [thisissue].Thus,whilethe theoreticalbasisfor buildin the regime CZ choseas their standard. By the end ing ENSO modelswas used in early TOGA, most of
of TOGA, theoretical reasonsfor much of this behavior our theoreticalunderstanding
of the resultingcoupled
had been unraveled, as discussedin the following sec- oscillations,
developed
duringlater TOGA, actuallyfoltions. Parallelworkby Battisti[1988]showed
the roleof lowedthe beginningof experimentalENSO predictions.
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parent eastward propagation is better explained by the
west-leads-eaststructure of the thermocline response
5.2.1. SSBH delayed oscillator model.
One
discussedin section 3. The sum over Rossby wave
of the most influential theoretical developments of the
meridional structure contributions to off-equatorial surmid-TOGA period was a simple model developed by
face height in Figure 8d does show some indication of
Schopfand$uarez[1988],$uarezandSchopf[1988]and westward propagation characteristic of evolving Rossby
5.2.

Mid-TOGA

Battisti and Hirst [1989].We referto this asthe SSBH wave packets to the west of the wind stress. BH dedelayedoscillator model, since both groupspresented
scribed a continuouscyclic forcing of ocean signalsin
similar derivations at nearly the same time. From
the western Pacific, with free Kelvin and Rossbysignals
an observational
standpoint,Grahamand White[1988]
in the western basin, much like that displayed in Figure
presentedevidence that the temporal relations among
8. The essenceof the SSBH postulate is that the delay

western Pacific island sea levels, central Pacific zonal
wind, and eastern Pacific SSTs are consistentwith a
coupledoscillator, with a similar conceptualpicture.

for propagation of Rossby waves from the wind stress
region to the western boundary and the return of this
signal as a reflected Kelvin wave to the eastern basin
Figure 8 showsresults from the Schopf and Suarez provide the memory for the oscillation.
[1988] intermediatemodel, which they used to argue
SSBH used versions of the following differentiodelay
heuristicallyfor a mechanismthat might provideoscilla- equation to represent local coupled feedback processes
tion. SST anomaliesdeveloplargely in placein the east- in the eastern basin, being influenced by the return efern Pacific, and zonal wind stressanomaliesin the cen- fects of a single Rossbywave reflected as a Kelvin wave
tral basin are essentially slaved to the SST. The mem- from the western boundary

ory of the oscillationbetweenphasesof warm and cold
SST must be provided by ocean subsurfaceadjustment
processes.In work by Schopfand Suarez[1988],these
were idealizedas being due to individual free Kelvin and
Rossbywaves. In retrospectwe can recognizethat the
ocean surface height, projected on Kelvin wave meridional structure in Figure 8b, showsrelatively little sign
of the free Kelvin wave phase speed and that the up-

(•)

dT •
dt

q- IT'- Tsub'(h')]
-- 0

h'(t) :

I• eboT'(t)- blT'(t - 45)]

1Bc)

linearized; l• is the coupling coefficient;time has been

(b)

eow

LONGITUO[

120[

Ieo

LONGITUDE

(12b)

wherethe subsurface
temperature%Fsub
t may depend
nonlinearlyon h• as in the ICM; Tsub
• = ffh• when

(c)

(d)

o

12oc

(12a)

•ow

120[

1Bo

lONGITUDE:

eow

120[

1Bo

LONITUDE

coupledmodelover 15 yearsof simulation.Negativeanomaliesare hachuredand contourintervals

are givenin brackets;(a) equatorialSST (0.5ø C); (b) oceansurfaceheightprojectedon Kelvin
wavemeridionalstructure(1 cm); (c) equatoriallow-levelzonalwind (0.2 m/s), and (d) ocean

surface
heightassociated
with Rossby
wavemeridional
structures
averaged
between
5ø and?øN/S
(1 cm). Oceansurfaceheightis approximately
proportional
to thermocline
depth.After Schopf
and $uarez[1988].
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Figure 9. Dispersionrelation of the SSBH delayedoscillatormodel as a functionof coupling
coefficient/z and relative timescalecoefficient5. Long dashedlines are contoursof growth rate;
shortdashedlinesare contoursof frequency(nondimensional).
The solidline indicatesthe transition betweenregionswherethe modeis oscillatoryor purelygrowing/decaying.The transitionto
pure growth behavioralongC to A corresponds
to behaviorfoundin ICMs. The transition along
the curve markedB doesnot correspondto ICM behaviorand is an artifact of approximations
to ocean dynamics.

nondimensionalized
by the meanupwellingtimescalefor
SST, (tb/H1.5); and 45 is the crossingtime between
the westernboundaryand the wind/SST point (with
the westward Rossbywave taking 3 times as long as
the eastward Kelvin wave). The coefficientsb0 and
bl are the projectionsof the meridional shape of the
wind stressforcingon the Kelvin wave and the negative of the projection on the first Rossbywave meridional structure,respectively(both positive). The ratio

ary that yields ocean dynamics modes in the uncoupled case. The present derivation is rigorousunder the
stated assumptions. Another delay equation used by

Grahamand White [1988]wasconstructed
on empirical
arguments; although it is more difficult to derive rigorously, it embodies similar physics. Differentiodelay
equationsapply only for a specificform of the memory
kernel of a system expressedas an integral over past
time, and only certain physicalsystemsare well repre-

bl/bo = 0.5exp(-4e). For an inversedampingtime, sentedby this [Bhattacharya
et al., 1982].In the ENSO
applicationthe discretedelaytime (i.e., 45) is produced
constantin y, this givesbl/bo • 0.3. BH use a value by the point-coupling approximation.
e • 250 days, a coupling point mid-Pacific and wind

of • 0.6 on the basisof fitting the simple model to an
intermediate

model.

The form and derivation

used here is in essence the

same as BH but followsthe Neelir•et al. [1994]review in derivingthe SSBHmodelfi'omthe ICM (1)-(4)
by way of a more complete"point-coupling"model due
to Miinnich et al. [1991]. The derivationgoesas follows: (1) assumethat SST anomaliesare highlylocalized near a single point on the equator in the eastern
basinupwellingregion;(2) assumethat the wind stress
is localized near a single point slightly to the west of
the SST point (by a distance small enough that the
Kelvin transit time betweenthem is negligible);(3) remove the eastern boundaryof the basin (this doesirreparable damage to the uncoupledoceandynamicsbut
lessto the stronglycoupledsystem);(4) truncate the
meridionalstructureto includeprojectiononly on a single Rossbywave structure. If the last two assumptions
are not made, (12) becomesthe M•nnich et al. model,
and (12b) has an infinite sumoverhigherRossbywave
terms, bn, with longer delay times, and an additional
infinite

sum due to reflection from the eastern bound-

Figure 9 shows the period and growth rate of the
eigenmodes
of (12), as a functionof parameters.Nonoscillatorymodesare found at small 5, at low coupling,
and at high coupling. Oscillatory modes occur in a
region in between and are unstable for large enough
coupling. In later TOGA the relation between these
regimes became clearer, as discussedbelow. An aspect
understoodin retrospect is that the SSBH model is valid

(comparedto a fuller model)only for sufficientlylarge
coupling. The transition from oscillatoryto stationary
behaviorat low coupling(curveB) is due to the neglect
of someterms in the ocean dynamics. The match of the
SSBH model to more complex modelsfor the coupled
casereflects the importance of coupling for the ENSO
mode.

One of the questions that the SSBH model at first
appears to answer and then posesas a deeper mystery
is "what sets the timescalefor ENSO?" In the delayed
oscillator model, there are two clear time scales:one for
adjustment of SST and another for wave transit time.
The period from the model, however,is not closelyrelated to either of these, ranging from order of 2 years
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Figure 10. SST and thermoclinedepth anomaliesfrolTlthe linearizedversionof the CZ model
of Ba•is•i and Hirs• [1989]overoneperiodof the simulatedENSO cycle.After Ba•is•i andHirs•
[1989].

to infinity within a reasonablerange of parameters in rude cycle. The nonlinear period tends to remain closer
Figure 9. Another curiosity is that, because infinite to the linear period at the bifurcation than to the linear
sums of Rossby waves add up to something sensible, period at the same parameter values. In later TOGA,
Caneet al. [1990]wereableto obtaina simplerdisper- JN showedthe same for a CZ-like model, and Yin et al.
sion relation from a fuller point-couplingmodel. Schopf [19961showedthat the linear spatial form and period
and $uarez [1990]also discussa more detailedpoint- still dominate even in chaotic regimes.
The $uarezand $chopf[1988]versionof the delayed
coupling model.
5.2.2. Linear versus nonlinear period.
An im- oscillator had been in a regime where a purely growing
portant contribution of BH, independentof the delayed unstable mode leads to multiple equilibria, and the ososcillator equation, was to establish that the period of cillationappearsmorecomplex( seeDijkstra andNeelin
the nonlinear

oscillation

in the CZ ICM

is close to that

[19951for an ICM version;Neelin and Dijksira [1995]

of the leading eigenmodeof the linear problem (aside later showed that the multiple equilibria are a model
from technical details about discontinuous derivatives
artifact). BH wereableto arguethat the realisticrange
in the CZ version). At the sametime, Neelin [1989b, for both the ICM and the SSBH model was in the os1990]notedthat the ENSO oscillationin an HCM arose ciliatory regime. Their work makes a clear casefor the
as a supercriticalHopf bifurcation[seeGuckenheimer role of subsurface adjustment in providing a memory
and Holmes,1983]. This occurscommonlyin nonlin- for ENSO, through a complex interaction with coupled
ear systemswhen an oscillatoryeigenmode(of the sys- processes.As modified by later work, we refer to this
tem linearizedabout a steadysolution)becomesunsta- general concept as the "subsurfacememory paradigm."
Figure 10 shows the SST and thermocline depth
ble as a parameter(herethe couplingcoefficient
/•) is
changed.The bifurcationoccursat the valueof the cou- anomalies over one period of the simulated ENSO cyplingwherethe modebecomes
unstable,andthe system cle from the linearized version of the CZ ICM used by
changesfrom havinga stablesteadysolutionto having BH to examine the essential dynamics. The thermoa nonlinearlimit cycle about the unstablesteadysolu- cline depth may be compared with the ocean model
tion. The spatial structureand periodof the nonlinear forced by periodic wind stress in Figure 3. Details of
oscillationis approximately determined by the linear the transition between west and east differ from Figure
oscillation at the bifurcation.

This is useful because the

mechanismsdeterminingoscillationand spatial pattern
can thus be studied in the linear system. For moderately supercriticalvaluesof coupling,the nonlinearity
simply balancesthe instability to createa finite ampli-

3 and from

observed

because the BH simulated

winds

are shifted eastward relative to observed, but the cycle is not strongly sensitive to this. The typical stationary oscillation in SST may be seen, with the lead
of the western basin thermocline-depth anomaly rela-
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rive to the eastern basin characterizing the subsurface
memory. During the phase when wind stress passes
through zero the thermocline depth signal is small on
the equator, since the model is closeto steady balance
along the equator. The memory of the system is in
the thermocline depth off the equator to the west of
the wind, as seen in Figure 5. As these off-equatorial
anomalies are gradually fed onto the equator along the
western boundary, they provide a sustained tendency
of decreasingthermocline depth on the equator during
a transition from warm phase to cold phase and vice

•' = A(T')

• u'

warming

warm

Figure 11. Schematic of warming mechanismsthat
amplify and maintain SST anomaliesduring an ENSO
5.2.3. SST modes and propagating variabilwarm phase. The converseapplies during cold phases.
ity.
Although observedENSO SST anomaliestend The mechanisms are drawn here for a balance of proto appear in the cold tongue region with relatively lit- cessesand an internally determined spatial pattern that
tle signatureof eastwardor westwardpropagationalong would give a purely growingSST mode if oceandynamthe equator, many models continued to exhibit ENSO- ics did not supply the memory needed for oscillation.
like variability with marked propagation. This includes A changein balanceof mechanismscould produceeastward or westward propagating modes.

versa.

the ICM of Yamagaiaand Masumoio[1989],GCMs by
]F/½½hl
[1989, 1990], and Lau ½• al. [1992],and some
of the other models collected in the intercomparison of

Neelinel al. [1992].Neelin[1991]presented
a theoret- tentially resultingin a westwardpropagatingsuccession
ical case in which the interannual variability arose as

of warm

modes associated

back, on the other hand, the thermocline slope tends
to balance the wind stress, resulting in deeper thermocline that is under and to the east of the original SST
anomaly. This creates warm subsurface temperature
anomalies that are carried to the surface by mean up-

with

the time

derivative

of the SST

equation, referred to as "SST modes." To obtain simplified results, the limit in which wave dynamics is assumed to bring the ocean quickly to adjustment on the
timescale of SST change was used, referred to as the

and cold anomalies.

In the thermocline

feed-

"fast-wavelimit," • • 0 in (1). Otherwisethe model is
roughlythe sameasthe ICM (1)-(4), with an equatorial
strip approximationin the SST equation(3). The thertooclinesolutionto (1) alongthe equatoris given by
(6•). These SST modesin the fast-wavelimit were intended to provide a casewhere timescalesof subsurface
ocean adjustment are explicitly not important, even
though the thermocline feedback is included. Indeed,
some of the resulting interannual variability looks surprisingly realistic in a nonlinear fast-wavelimit model in
a finite basin[Hao ½tal., 19931.Latex'it wasshownthat

welling,•Tsub•/H•.5,reinforcing
the originalanomalies

the SST modes and the modes representedin the SSBH
model are in fact closely related, as discussedbelow.
SST modes provide a handy prototype for examining
variability, whose period is dominated by propagation
along the equator, and thus do not depend crucially on
delays due to subsurface adjustment.
Typical mechanismsassociatedwith propagating variability include competition between surface-layerfeed-

JN. The thermocline feedbackcan create nonpropagating modes becauseof the effectsof basin boundariesin
both atmosphere and ocean. In Figure 11, the easterly
winds to the east of the warm anomaly lie over land
and thus do not produce the cold anomaliesthat would
be required for a propagatingmode. The westerlywind
anomalies produce an average deepening of the ther-

backs and the thermocline

feedback.

From

the atmo-

and tending to move them toward the east. This can
tend to create an eastward propagating successionof
warm

and cold anomalies.

Tendenciesby both feedbacksare indicated diagramatically in Figure 11, which is drawn for the more
ENSO-like case, where the mode does not propagate
[)tit undergoesstationary growth. This occursin a finite
basin if the atmospheric length scalesare long enough
and if the surface-layer feedbacksare not too large, as

elaboratedin later TOGA by Hao et al. [1993]and

tooclineon the equator, as seenfrom (6•) in section3.2.
This favorsthe growth of the warm SST anomalyin the

spheric model, westerly wind anomaliestend to lie over
and to the west of an SST anomaly. From this the

eastern basin that in turn producesthe westerliesin the
central basin. This internal determination of the spa-

various

tial structure

feedbacks

are associated

with

terms

in the lin-

favors eastern basin anomalies

even with-

earizationof the SST equation(3). In the surface-layer out taking into account the effects of the climatology
feedback the surface-layereastward current and downwelling anomalies occur under the westerliesand thus
tend to reinforcethe original anomaly and shift it to the

that

west by SST terms u•s
OxT and w•s
(T - Tsub)/H•.5. To

warm phase. This is, of course, no coincidence,as was
found when subsurfacememory and SST mode trains
of thought were brought together in later TOGA.

_

_

further

favor the eastern

basin.

The mechanisms

in Figure ll are the sameas noted by Battisti [1988]
for the maintenance

of warm

anomalies

in an ENSO

_

the east of the original warm anomaly, easterly winds
tend to create cold anomalies by this mechanism, po-
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4. The SSBH model can be viewed as taking an SST
modein the fast-wavelimit and perturbingit by adding
5.3.1. Mixed SST-ocean-dynamics
modes. Bea simple representationof oceandynamical memory to
causethe responseto a periodic wind stressforcing in- capture oscillationsin the SSO regime.
volves a complex sum of Rossby and Kelvin waves as
5. Modest changes in parameters can create eastdiscussed
in section3.2, Chaoand Philander[1993],ar- ward or westward propagation tendencies within the
5.3.

End of TOGA

and Beyond

gued that the delayed oscillator model required general-

same mode that gives the ENSO oscillation in the SSO
regime. It is thus not surprising that some observed
the eastward propagation of modeswith large thermo- ENSO phases exhibit slight propagation while others
cline feedbacks in the SST equation is sensitive to the do not. It also implies that models that are dominated
meridional extent of the upwelling. They noted that by propagation may not be entirely off the mark but
modelsthat replaceequatorial upwellingby a coefficient may simply have a slightly unrealistic balanceof mech-

ization. Wakata and Sarachik[1991a]pointedout that

independentof latitude,suchasHirst [1988],favoreast-

anisms.

ward propagating modes, whereasfor narrow equatorial
5.3.2. Demise of multiple equilibria.
Many
upwelling these modes can transition to a regime where ENSO anomaly models exhibit multiple equilibria if the
SST has a standing oscillation and subsurfacememory couplingisstrongenough[SuarezandSchopf,1988;Mcis thus crucial to the period.
Creary and Anderson, 1991; Wu et al., 1993; Wakata
JN examined the relations among coupled modes in and Sarachik,1994; Dijkstra and Neelin, 1995]. These

different parameter regimesin an ICM similar to (1)- multiple equilibria at first seemedto arise from physical
(4). The most realisticENSO oscillationregimefollows mechanismsassociatedwith purely growing modes. A
CZ and Battisti [1988]in havinga standingoscillation warm SST anomaly produces westerly winds that re-

in SST with subsurface memory carrying the oscilla- duce upwelling and deepen the thermocline in the east,
tion between phases. We refer to this for brevity as the producing an amplifying instability that equilibrates
standing SST-oscillatory (SSO) regime. By exploring through nonlinear terms to a warm stationary state and
the relation of the SSO regime to regimeswith slightly vice versa for a cold state. When these multiple equidifferent behavior or to regimesin which the behavioris libria are mapped out in phase space,they turn out to
simpler to understand, they argued that various views be associated with transcritical bifurcations from the
of ENSO could be unified. In particular, the qualita- constructed climatological state in flux-corrected modtive relation of the SSBH delayed oscillator model tO els (see(5) in section2). Suchbifurcationsare not rothe ICM could be understood, establishingthe SSBH bust to relaxation of the flux correction and disappear
model as a good metaphor for aspectsof the behavior when the climatology is simulated rather than speciin the most realistic SSO regime. The main parameters fied [Neelin and Dijkstra, 1995]. This is becausethe
used to cut quickly acrossregimesof behavior are those warm state in flux-corrected models is created by an
presented in section 2: coupling coefficient/•, relative oppositionof westerly winds, r•, from the anomaly attimescale coefficient5, and surface-layercoefficient
mosphere,cancelingeasterly winds, •, introduced arti-

The main resultscan be summarizedas the following:
1. Weak coupling is not a usefullimit for understanding realistic regimes. The transition from uncoupled
oceandynamicsmodes(section3.2) and uncoupledSST
modes to behavior at realistic coupling involvesmany
complex mergers between modes that radically change
the behavior.

ficially by flux correction. When there is no flux correction, the physical feedbacksdescribed above act to
make the cold tongue stronger but not to produce multiple equilibria.
5.3.3. Subsurface memory paradigm.
Evidence that subsurface memory is the dominant source
of oscillation in the observedENSO accruedduring this

2. The case where wave adjustment times are rela- period. Latif and Graham[1992]expandedon findings
tively shortcomparedto overallcoupledtimescales(the by Whiteet al. [1987]that considerable
predictabilityis
fast-wavelimit case)losesthe important sourceof oscil- associated with subsurface thermal structure. Kleeman
lation due to subsurfacememory but is usefulfor study- [1993]found that the predictionskill of a modelwith
ing growth and mechanismsgoverningspatial structure

parameters in the SSO regime was considerablygreater

of the coupledmodes. A stationary (purely growing) than that for the same model with different parameters
SST mode with the same spatial structure connectsto (i.e., with larger 5,) that shift the interannualmode
the oscillating mode with standing oscillationin SST in to a propagatingregime. Barnett et al. [1993]found
the most realistic regime.

3. At strongcoupling,
localgrowthmechanisms
tend'
to dominate over basin adjustment processes,so the
mode of the SSO regimeconnectsto a purely growing
mode with similar spatial structure. This mode is essentially a stationary SST mode. The transition curve
marked A in the dispersiondiagram for the SSBH delayedoscillator(Figure 9) corresponds
to this transition
in the ICM.

that the simulation and prediction skill in an HCM was
consistent

with

the

role of ocean

heat

content.

Ji et

al. [1994]found that assimilationof subsurface
ocean
data improved forecast skill of a coupled GCM. Li and

Clarke [1994] raised an apparent conundrumby noting that westernboundarysea level (usingnorthwestern Australia sea level data) is not stronglypositively
correlated with later wind changes, as it should be if
subsurfacememory associatedwith western boundary
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Figure 12. Spatial patterns oœthe dominant mode oœEN$¸ variabiliW fi'om the coupledGC•

oœœ•f e• •. I1995b]•as represented
b• the leadingprincipaloscillationpattern (seetext). The
oscillationis representedby two time phasesin quadrature during the cycle. Signsfor the extreme
phase are for ENSO warm conditions;signsfor the transition phase are for conditions preceding

the warm phase. (a, b) Wind stressanomaly(c, d) seasurfacetemperatureanomaly,and (e, f)
oceanheightanomaly(approximatelyproportionalto upperoceanheat contentanomaly,related
to thermoclinedepth). From Latif et al. [1993b].

windsalongthe equatorin the atmosphere(Figure12b).
Mantua andBattisti[1994]partly resolved
this by show- The winds in the GCM are shifted eastward compared

reflectionscauseslater changesin SST and thus in wind.

ing that such lag correlations are not large in ocean
models forced by observedwinds or in ENSO models
with irregular time behavior, even when the latter conform to the subsurfacememory mechanisms. White et

to observations, which are centered at the date line,
but allowing for this, the ocean surfaceheight patterns
resemble those shown in Figure 4 for a shallow water

data and ocean model diagnostics, respectively. Gra-

with the GCM. We can thus use the breakdown of Fig-

ham and White [1991]and Battisti [1989]arguedthat

tire 4 into instantaneousresponse(Figure 2) and ocean
memory (Figure 5) to qualitatively discussthe GCM
results. During the warm phase in Figure 12f the ocean
height would be substantiallyin balancewith the wind
stress,especiallyalong the equator, but with slight de1)arturesassociatedwith the ocean memory as in Figure

modelforcedby periodicwinds. Latif et al. [1993a]used
al. [1989], Kessler[1991],and Wakata and $arachik the wind pattern of Figure 12b with a specifiedperiod
[1991b]argued for westernboundaryreflectionsasso- to force the ocean model and obtained good agreement
ciated with subsequentchangesin ENSO phase from in spatial pattern of oceanheight anomaly(not shown)

Rossbywavespolewardof 6ø could or could not play an
important role in ENSO, respectively,but either conclusion would fit within the subsurfacememory paradigm.
Figure 12 showsanomaly patterns from coupledGCM

results[Latif et al., 1993b]. Principaloscillationpattern (POP) analysis[Hasselmann,
1988]hasbeenused 5d. The seedsof the next cold phase are thus already

sown. During the transition phase in Figure 12e the
pe•tternis dominated by ocean memory fi'om the previous cold phase, with off-equatorial heat content being
fed slowly back onto the equator to carry the oscillation
into the subsequentwarming. Similar mechanismswere
(cold conditionshave reversedsign); Figures12a, 12c, diagnosedusing different techniquesin coupled GCMs
and 12e apply 90ø of temporal phase prior to the warm by Philanderet al. [1992],Nagai et al. [1992],and
phase. The mode has a period of just under 3 years others[seeDelecluseet al., this issue].
As longertime seriesof altimeter and TOGA-Tropical
in the GCM. During the warm phase, warm subsurface
to estimate the dominant coupled mode, choosingcrucial fields according to the subsurfacememory theory.
Oscillations are represented by a cycle of patterns in
temporal quadrature. Figures 12b, 12d, and 12f show
conditions during the warm phase of the ENSO cycle

subsurface
data [seeMcPhatemperatures (Figure 12f), lead to warm SST in the Atmosphere-Ocean(TAO)
upwellingregion(Figure12d), whichproduceswesterly den et al., this issue]becomeavailable,it shouldeven-
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tually be possible to verify directly the role of subsurface dynamics in producing the dominant ENSO spectral peak at around 3-5 years period. With the current

shorter

time

series of subsurface

and

ocean

sur-
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that they differ fundamentally from the SSBH delayed
oscillator, which can oscillatedue to oceanmemory even
when the SST adjustment time is fast. Specifically,the
SSBH model has oscillationseven for large • in Figure 9,

at shortertimescalesis possible[e.g., Fu et al., 1991;

whereas(13) would have pure growth or decaymodes.
Schneideret al. [1995] examineddeparturesof an

Picaut and Delcroix, 1995; Delcroix et al., 1991, 1994;

ocean GCM from equilibrium with ENSO wind stress

face height data, examining Rossby and Kelvin waves

Busalacchiet al., 1994].This providesa wayof checking forcing in a clever experiment. They specify observed
the dynamics of ocean models and the balancesof particular events, but it remains a considerable challenge
to scale up to the longer timescales.
5.3.4.

End

of

TOGA

models.

The

view

of

ENSO-related variability as mixed SST-ocean dynamics modes helps unify our understanding but is too
complex for teaching purposes or for communication
to nonspecialists. The SSBH delayed oscillator model
is useful for this, but the length of caveats is lengthy,
and the dispersion relation is not easy to work with.

wind stresstime seriesin one integration and compare
it to a second integration in which the wind stress series is reversed in time. The part of the ocean response that is essentially in steady balance with the
wind stress is the same in both runs, and this tends to
make the main warm and cold phases similar in both
runs. The difference between the runs gives a measure
of the ocean memory, in the same spirit as illustrated in
Figure 5, by removing the instantaneous balance contribution.

Schneider

et al.

focused on the role of the

Since we know that ENSO arises as a Hopf bifurca- zonal average heat content along the equator in the
tion in models, this implies that a simple model for oceanmemory (as originally discussedby CZ, and ZeENSO can be constructed that has only two ordinary biak[1989b]).Considering
this in termsof the shallow
differentialequations(ODEs). Formally,this couldbe water solution in Figure 5, the ocean memory contridone by the method of normal forms [Guckenheimer bution to the thermoclinedepth variesstronglyin z off
and Holmes,1983], though this might not clarify the the equator, but tends to be more constant in z on the
underlying physics. The route to chaosdiscussedin the
next section also strongly suggeststhat ENSO chaos
currently found in ICMs can be reproduced in a simple
model with just two ODEs and seasonallyvarying coefficients. There are several current attempts to produce
such models. The challenge is to create the model by
derivation from an ICM rather than by ad hoc assumptions.

A recentsimplemodelby Jin I1997a,b] may be written

dT I
dt

RT' + I•/h•

5dh•v
, + I•aT'
dt = -rhw

(13a)

(13b)

where T is an average SST anomaly over the eastern
equatorial basin; /i• is an average over surface flux, upwelling, and surface-layer feedback terms proportional
to SST in this region in the linearization of the SST

equation (3); and -/ = t•dTsub/dh. The equationfor
thermoclineevolution (13b) is written in terms of the

equator since Kelvin adjustment times acrossthe basin

are fast. Schneideret al. assumeda delay relation for
thermoclinedepth at the westernboundary,h•, of the
form

h•v- -A

/o1•-(xo,• - s)dxo

(14)

to providea boundaryconditionto (6), where the delay time s and the parameter A were obtained by fitting to OGCM experiments.They notedthat while (14)
seemedto give a reasonablefit to the uncoupledOGCM,
in a simple coupledmodel a low-ENSO frequencycould

only be obtainedif A dependedon frequency We also
note that (14) is not consistentwith the shallowwater
equation solution for periodic winds (7) nor its steady
limit (6•). Despitesuchtechnicaldifficultiesin finding

an optimalsimplemodel,the Schneider
et al. [1995]
OGCM experimentsprovidecorroborationof the sub-

surface
memoryparadigm.They appearto disagree

withtheJin[1997a]
modelandWangandFang[1996]

modelsof the form (13).
Delcroixet al. [1994]and Boulangerand Menkes
thermocline value at the western boundary and approx- [1995]arguedon the basisof altimeterdata that local
imatesthe first-orderdeparturesfrom Sverdrupbalance wind forcingratherthan westernboundaryreflection
(6•) due to ocean adjustment,with the atmospheric appearedto be responsiblefor most of the Kelvin wave
model simply a fixed wind stressanomalypattern pro- projectedsea level signalduring 1986-1989and 1992portionalto T•; a and r dependon the wind stresspat- 1993respectively.
KesslerandMcPhaden
[1995],ustern and the oceandynamics.(The relativeadjustment ing data fromthe TOGA-TropicalAtmosphere-Ocean
time coefficient,5, is as in (1)). This modelgivesinter- (TAO)buoyarrayandexpendable
bathythermographs
annual periodsof 3-5 years for reasonableparameter es- over1988-1993andcomparing
to simplified,wind-forced
timates.A modelby WangandFang[1996]sharessome KelvinandRossby
models,
argued
thattheENSOcycle
characteristics, although the derivation differs. Both

mustbe morecomplexthan the idealization
presented

the Jin and the Wang-Fangmodelsare clearlyfor mixed in theSSBHdelayed
oscillation
model.Theyarguethat
SST-ocean dynamicsmodes;one time derivativecomes whilesignatures
associated
withupwelling/downwelling
from SST, the other from oceandynamics.This implies Rossby
waves
arrivingat thewestern
boundary
appear
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to play a role in the termination of the 1991-1992E1 system[M•innich et al., 1991; Jin et al., 1994; TziperNifio, the onsetof the 1991-1992and 1993 warm phases man et al., 1994; Changet al., 1994]and (2) uncoupled
appearnot to be consistentwith simplewave-reflection atmospheric "weather noise." By the latter we mean
mechanisms.•qpringeret al. [1990]note an opposition atmosphericvariability with relatively short decorrelabetween Ekman pumping and geostatic contributions tion times, on the order of a month or less, associated
systems,convection,
andsoon [Hasto heat content changeson and off the equator in the with synoptic-scale
statisticallysteady
westernPacific. Weisbergand Wang [1997]postulate selmann,1976]. The atmosphere's
that off-equatorial SST anomalies, initiating winds in responseto changes in oceanic boundary conditions is
the far western Pacific of oppositesign to winds in the considered part of the slow coupled dynamics. Fortucentral Pacific, might play an overlookedrole in the nately, in the tropics it is possibleto model this steady
ENSO cycle. McPhadenand Picaut [1990],usingve- responsedirectly in intermediate coupled models, and
locity measurements,
Picaut and Delcroix[1995],using thus these effects can be studied separately.
The main deterministic chaos hypothesis for ENSO
Geosat-derived
currents,and Picaut et al. [1996],using severalcurrentdata setsand oceanmodels,demon- irregularity is intimately associatedwith the nonlinear
strated the importance of zonal advection in the 1986- interaction of the ENSO mode with the seasonal cy1994 successionof warm and cold phases, in addition
to direct effects of vertical displacementsof the thermocline. The mixed SST-ocean dynamics mode view
of ENSO variability suggeststhat such apparent deviations from delayedoscillatoridealizationsare likely to
be resolvablesincemultiple mechanismscan contribute
cooperativelyto the ENSO mode. The challengeto the
theoretical community is to produce a consensussimple model that retains sufficientlydetailed physicsand
spatial structure to directly confrontsuchobservations.

6. ENSO Irregularity
With

and Interaction

the Seasonal Cycle

While the oscillatory tendency of ENSO is now reasonablywell understood,the origin of its irregularity is
currently a major question.Spectraof observedENSO
time series have power at all frequencies,associated
with the irregularity, but with preferred timescalesgiving rise to broad spectral peaks at roughly 3-5 years

cle. We therefore discussfirst some basic principles of
the ENSO-seasonal cycle interaction then the routes to
chaos. The weather noise hypothesis does not depend
essentially on the seasonalcycle interaction, but is affected by it, and is discussedlast.
6.1.

ENSO

Interaction

With

the Annual

Cycle

It has long been known that the annual cycle is
strongly involvedin the evolutionof ENSO [Rasmussonand Carpenter,1982;Philander,1990],but muchof
the progressin understanding ENSO mechanismsover
the past decade has been made in models with no an-

nual cyclepresent[e.g.,BH, $chopfand $uarez,1988;
Yamagata and Matsumoto, 1989; JN; Philander et al.,
1984; Hirst, 1988; Wakata and $arachik, 1991a; Neelin,

1991;$uarezand $chopf,1988].There hasbeenconsiderable confusionin the ENSO literature regarding how
to relate stability analysis of time independent states
to linear

and nonlinear

models that

do include the an-

and, arguably,around2 years.Rasmusson
et al. [1990] nual cycle. One approachhas been to perform linear
found evidence for a quasi-biennial and a lower fre- stability analysis of a time independent state similar
quency3-6-year peak. Jiang et al. [1995],usingmul- to the climatology of a particular month of the seatichannel singular spectrum analysis, corroborate this sonalcycle,for instance,perpetualOctober[Zebiakand
split of the ENSO variability and refine the low-frequency Cane, 1987; Battisti, 1988; BH; Tziperman et al., 1995,
peak to be quasi-quadrennial. Interaction of quasi- 1997].This approachusuallytypifiesoneseason
ashavquadrennial and quasi-biennial bands has been exam- ing the most unstable ENSO mode and another season
ined by Barnett [1991]. Also at issueis the interaction as having a similar ENSO mode most strongly decayof ENSO with the annual cycle. The tendency of ENSO ing. Useful insights into the system have been obtained
to phase lock to the seasonalcycle has long been known, from this approach, although such analysiscan be rigalthough aspectsof the seasonallocking may vary from orouslyjustified only if the evolution timescale for the
one decadeto another [Mitchell and Wallace,1996]. eigenmodeis much faster than the changesin the seaPredictability of E1 Nifio can exhibit seasonaldepen- sonal cycle; this assumption is violated for the ENSO
dence[Cane et al., 1986; Blumenthal,1991; Webster, period, which is longer than a year. However, basic
1994]. Most intermediatecoupledmodelshaveENSO mechanismsby which the annual cycle affects SST are
cycleswith an internally determinedinterannualperiod known: a main factor is that in spring, stratification
when the annual cycle is suppressed.Often, this period tends to be large and upwelling small, while in fall, the
becomesfrequency locked to some rational multiple of converse
holds[Battisti, 1988; Webster,1994]. Tziperthe importance
a year whenthe annualcycleis included[Battisti,1988; man et al. [1997];Xie [1995]emphasize
in the CZ model of the climatologicalatmosphericconBarnett et al., 1993;$yu et al., 1995].
The two major contenders as sourcesfor ENSO ir- vergencezones,which tend to promote destability feedregularityare (1) deterministicchaoswithin the nonlin- backs in spring when the CZ model has specified cliear dynamics of the "slow" componentsof the coupled matologicalconvergenceover the equator in the eastern
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Pacific. Additional effects include the annual cycle in

the horizontal gradient of SST and oceancurrents.
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The instability of the annualcycleperiodicorbit gives
rise to the interannual

ENSO

mode via a bifurcation

Floquet theory [Hartman, 1982; Iooss and Joseph, that is closely related to the Hopf bifurcation found
1990;Stronget al., 1995]providesa consistent
approach in the annual average case. The basic spatial structo the analysis of eigenmodesabout a time-periodic ture and mechanisms in the linear results carry over to
state. Floquet analysisis not yet routinely used in cli- the nonlinear case in some neighborhoodof the bifurand Balachandran,
1995]. In practice
mate sciences,so a brief description is included here cation ENayfeh
the
linear
modes
largely
determine
the structure and
(for details,seeIoossandJoseph[19901).The JacobJan
dominant
interannual
timescale,
even
in caseswith rematrix evaluated about the climatologicalannual cycle
alistically
strong
nonlinearity
[Jin
et
al.,
1996]. Howorbit, M(x,t), dependson spacex ,andis periodicin
ever,
the
nonlinear
interactions
with
the
annual cycle
time of period P = 1 year. In Floquet analysisone
do
create
important
changes
in
exactly
how
the ENSO
simply integrates
mode evolves in time. Over wide regions of parameter
space, nonlinear interaction with the annual cycle
dq(t)/d/= M(/)Q(t)
(15)
modifiesthe frequencyof the ENSO mode to a rational
through one period and calculatesthe eigenvaluesof fi'action of the annual frequency. Such frequencylockQ(P), termedthe monodromymatrix. The logarithm ing is a very common phenomenonin nonlinear systems
of these eigenvaluesgives the Floquet exponents, cro,
Ie.g.,Ioossand Joseph,1990],and sinceonly a modest
which, in the ENSO application,determinethe interanchangeto the ENSO frequencyis necessary,lockingcan
nual periodof the coupledmodes,aswell as the growth
occur even for weak nonlinearity. Frequency locking
rate. The full spaceand time dependenceof the modes
was noted in many ENSO models[e.g.,Battisti, 1988;
is given by
Barnett et al., 1993;$yu et al., 1995]longbeforeits sigVj(x, t)exp(crjt)
(16) nificance to ENSO chaos, discussedin section 6.2, was

whereVj(x,t)

is the jth eigenvector.As in standard

eigenanalysis,the eigenvectorsdetermine the spatial dependence of the modes, but in Floquet analysis they
also have a periodic time dependence. They are obtained by integrating through one cycle

(17)

dV•(t)/dt = (M(t) -

understood.
6.2.

ENSO

Chaos

Zebiak and Cane [1987]noted that irregularbehavior could be found in their model through deterministic coupled dynamics alone. Concernsthat numerically
induced

noise contributed

to this have since been obvi-

starting from the eigenvectorof the monodromymatrix

ated by reproduction of chaosin other models. Bifurcations toward more complex behavior were noted in an

associated
with crj.

HCM [Neelin, 1990], but the first clear demonstration

When Floquet analysis is used to examine the eigen- of a bifurcation sequenceinto chaotic ENSO behavior
modes of the tropical ocean-atmosphere system lin- wasgivenby Miinnich et al. [1991]in a point-coupling
earized about a climatological state that includes the model. Earlier consideration of chaotic behavior in an

seasonalcycle [Jin et al., 1996], the resultsare grat- ad hoc model [Vallis,1986]turnedout not to be physiifyingly simple. The eigenmodesare quite similar to
the modes of the annual-average case: in interannual
period and in the combined spatial and temporal evolution given by the eigenstructure. The annual cycle in
the basic state

modulates

the interannual

modes

and

slightly increasestheir space-timecomplexity. The Floquet analysisthus suggeststhat linear theory basedon
the annual-averagebasic state does capture the fundamental coupled dynamics of interannual ENSO modes.
This puts a decade of ENSO theory based on linearization about such a state on firmer ground. At the same
time, it gives a framework for understandinglinear ef-

fects associatedwith the annual cycle. From (16) the

cally based.

Jin et al. [1994]and Tzipermanet al. [1994]found
independently that nonlinear interaction of the annual
cycleand the coupledENSO mode leadsto ENSO chaos
in an intermediate and a simple model, respectively.
Both noted a transition by the quasi-periodicity route
to chaos,found in periodically forced nonlinear systems

[Jensenet al., 1984;Bak, 1986,and references
therein].
Changet al. [1994]examinedthe transitionto ENSO
chaosin a slightly different intermediate coupledmodel
via a parameter that controlled the amplitude of the
annual cycle and describedthe scenarioas period dou-

bling. More completeresults[Changet al., 1995]sug-

gest that when the annual cycle is near realistic amplitude, the transition to chaosin that model is consistent
interannualevolutiongiven by exp(crj/) can produce with the quasi-periodicity route. Period-doubling selarger extrema, thus giving a preferred seasonfor large quencesof phase-lockedoscillations as a subcaseof the
warm or cold phases.By (17) this is linked to an inte- quasi-periodic route have been noted in a number of
gration through seasonswhere the SST equation terms systemsIseeNayfeb and Balachandran,1995]. There
amplitude of the SST componentin the eigenvectorhas
seasonaldependence;in seasonswhere this is larger the

in M(/) favor increases.Quantitative examinationof

is discussion about

these effects may be useful in the future.

modelfollowsthe quasi-periodicity
scenario[Tziperman

whether

chaotic

behavior

in the CZ
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et al., 1995]or arisesinsteadby interactionbetweentwo
Noise forcing has been consideredat various times
distinctmodes[MantuaandBattisti,1995]. Tziperman during TOGA, but recently,there have been attempts
et al. [1994]and Changet al. [1996]usedimension
es- to quantifyits effect. Zebiak[1989a]foundthat rantimation

methods

to confirm

low-order

chaos in ICMs.

The quasi-periodicity route to chaosrequirestwo parameters

to understand:

one that

affects the inherent

dom forcing similar to westerly wind bursts or the atmospheric30-60-day oscillationhad only modesteffects

in the CZ model. Penlandand Sardeshmukh
[1995]ar-

frequencyof the ENSO oscillationrelative to the annual guedusingan empirical model basedsolelyon SST data
cycle and one that affectsthe strength of nonlinearity. [Penlandand Magorian,1993;PenlandandMatrosova,
One choicefor the first in an ICM is the surface-layer 1994]that ENSO variabilityis dueto severaldecaying

coefficient6.• (seesection2), which tendsto smoothly modesmaintained by atmosphericstochasticforcing.
increasethe ENSO frequencywhen the annual cycle is Kleemanand Power [1994]suggested
significanterror
absent. The coupling coefficient, /•, increasesthe amplitude of the oscillation and hence the nonlinearity.
As nonlinearity increases,so doesthe tendencyof the
ENSO cycle to frequencylock to rational fractionsof the
annual frequency. This giveswider bands of frequencylocked behavior as 6s is varied; when these bands overlap, chaoscan ensue, as the systemjumps between the

growth within only 4 months due to stochasticforcing in an ICM predictability study. Recently, at least
six studies have independently underlined the importance of weather noise in ENSO irregularity. Blanke et

various

tions [Legletand O'Brien, 1984]. Kleemanand Moore

subharmonic

resonances.

al. [1997]and EckertandLatif [1997]bothusedHCMs
to evaluate effectsof realistic stochasticforcing based
on Florida State University(FSU) wind stressobserva-

In ICMs the transition to chaos occurs at very low [1997],Jin et al. [1996],Changet al. [1996],andFliigel
amplitudes of the ENSO oscillation, and the question and Chang [1996] used ICMs with variousestimates
becomes:which behavior is more typical, chaosor fre- of stochasticforcing. Eckert and Latif, like Kleeman
quency locking? Plate I showsa mapping of behavior and Power [1994],estimatedtheir stochastic
forcingby
regimes from more than 3000 runs of 500 years each high-passfiltering observedtime series. This was infrom the JN ICM. Frequency-lockedregimeswith fre- tended to remove atmosphericvariance associatedwith
quencyratios 1/n corresponding
to one ENSO cycle SST forcing, although this filtering omits some varievery 5, 4, 3 or 2 years dominate the plot. Very small ance that should be associatedwith the noiseprocess.
regionswith frequencyratiosm/n, e.g.,threeENSO cy- Blanke et al. took an alternate approachto estimatclesevery 10 years, are found at lower couplingvalues, ing the noise forcing by removing variance associated
just abovethe primary bifurcation. Chaotic regionsare with SST from the observedwind stressrecordusinga
confined to relatively narrow slivers between the very linearempiricalatmosphericmodeland then usingranstable 1/n subharmonicregimes. Parametersare un- dom picks among the maps from the remainder time
certain within a subregionof the plot that gives domi- seriesto create a white noise product preservingspanant periodsin the 3- to 5-year range. Sincefrequency- tial correlations. Kleeman and Moore comparedboth
lockedbehavior coversmore area than chaoticregimes, high-pass-filtered and remainder time series methods
this model suggestsa greater likelihood that the real usingdaily datasetsfrom European Centre for Mediumsystem would fall in a regime that is frequency locked RangeWeatherForecasting(ECMWF) analyses,
creatthan in a regime with chaos in the slow components ing a noiseproduct from the empirical orthogonalfuncof the system. In frequency-lockedregimes, noise be- tions (EOFs) of eachseries.All thesemethodsdepend
comes the default explanation for ENSO irregularity. on the accuracyof the observeddata sets,sincethey
However, the behavior in Plate 1 can be model depen- cannotdistinguishobservationalerror from atmospheric
dent, so this remains an open question. Furthermore, internalvariability. Changet al. [1996]and Jin et al.
the extent to which parameters that are fixed in this [1996]usedmore idealizedstochasticproducts,where
model change from decade to decadein observationsis the scalingof the noise amplitude was estimated more
poorly known.
roughly Chang et al. used higher EOFs of observed
wind with the variance doubled, and Jin et al. used

6.3.

Stochastic Forcing by Weather Noise

idealizedspatialpatterns). However,similarresultsare
obtained

in all cases.

It is clear that there existssignificantvariability with
short decorrelationtimes in the atmosphere.We remind
the reader that at timescalessufficiently longer than
the typical decorrelationtime the spectral signatureof
suchprocessesappearsas an approximatelywhite noise,
which can then act on the slower componentsof the
climate system. This can occur via linear mechanisms
for directions in phase space that are stable, in which
case, standard linear filtering theory can provide some
insights. For nonlinear stochasticdifferentialequations,

The effects of realistic noise applied to an HCM or
ICM in a regime that would otherwisebe periodicare
sufficientto produce irregularity generallyconsistent
with observedENSO signals.In powerspectrathe main
spectralpeak is broadenedand risesmodestlyabovea
noisebackground. Thus weather noiseappearsto be
a very viable explanationfor ENSO irregularity. The
spectralsignaturein the presenceof noisetypicallydif-

see,e.g., Gatdiner[1985].

tral peaks.

fers from modelswith irregularityinducedpurely by
chaos,whichtend to retain fairly sharpdominantspec-
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Another theoretical approachexamineserror growth
Blankeet al. [1997],Changet al. [1996]and Jin et al.
[1996]further examinedcaseswherethe modelENSO due to algebraic growth of nonnormal modes, introcycle was stable in absenceof noise. All found that the ducedin an ENSO contextby Blumenthal[1991]. In
a non-self-adjoint stable linear system an initial volume
in phase space, an "error ball," contracts with time.
Rapid contraction of some directions can permit other
directionsto grow for a finite time before eventually deBlanke et al. found that for realistic wind noise the
caying. This finite time growth of an initial error can
expected peak and variance were approximately consis- potentially contribute more to forecast error than slow
tent with that observedand thus that the hypothesisof exponential growth of an unstable mode. This may exa stable ENSO cycle maintained by noise is plausible. plain the faster of the two timescalesof error growth
Chang et al. used more sophisticatedtime seriestech- noted by Goswamiand $hukla[1991]in model-model
niques to draw similar conclusions from an ICM. Jin experiments
with the CaneandZebiak[1985]model(alet al. noted that the stable, stochasticallymaintained though estimating predictability by these linear methcase does not possessa secondaryquasi-biennial spec- ods dependson initial error being small). Xue et al.
tral peak and argued that this appears to favor a self- [1994], Chen et al. [1997],and Moore and Kleeman
maintaining ENSO cycle interacting nonlinearly with [1996, 1997a, b] elaboratedon similar mechanisms
by
of the
the seasonalcycle by mechanismssimilar to the chaotic singularvector analysis. The non-self-adjointness
casebut with noiseproducingthe irregularity. Grieger system is associatedwith the mergers of modes seen in
and Latif [1994], fitting a low-ordermodel to ENSO mixed SST-ocean dynamics modes. Error growth associated with nonnormal mode growth can be improved
time series,likewise favored a finite amplitude cycle.
If this role of weathernoiseis correct(promotingir- by better data assimilation and more accurate observa-

stochasticforcing was able to produce a spectral peak
with period spatial patterns consistentwith the ENSO
mode that goesunstable at higher coupling, as expected
ibr a weakly damped oscillation in presenceof noise.

regularityof the cycle,but not essentialto its existence) tions.
then it resolvesa longstandingdivide betweenthe coupled modelingcommunityand the group advocatingthe
7. Summary
importanceof westerlywindbursts[see,e.g.,McPhaden
et al., 1992; Kindle and Phoebus, 1995, and references 7.1.

What

is Understood

therein]. The westerlywind burstswould becomeone

Since early in the TOGA decade,modeling and theoretical evidencehave been amassingthat ENSO varisphericnoise. Kleemanand Moore [1997]discussthis ability can arise through ocean-atmosphereinteraction
possibilityin terms of singular vectorsand optimal per- within the tropical Pacific basin. This revived and gave
contributor, perhaps an important one, to the atmo-

turbations.

6.4.

ENSO Predictability

Prediction and predictability is reviewedat length in

workby Latif et al. [thisissue]and previousreviewson
ENSO prediction may be found in work by Barnett et

al. [1988],Latif et al. [1994],and Battisti and$arachik
[1995].We thus confineour remarkshereto the implications of theory for the limits of ENSO predictability,
a subject of ongoing debate. Both of the hypotheses
for ENSO irregularity discussedin the previous sec-

tion (chaotic ENSO dynamicsand weather noise) imply fundamental limits to predictability. The timescale
of these limits is as yet poorly determined, although
the estimated effects of noise in work by Kleeman and

Power[1994],Fliigeland Chang[1996],Latif andEckerr [1997],Blankeet al. [1997],andKleemanandMoore
[1997]suggest
that weathernoisehasa substantial
effect
within a year, certainly within the first half cycle. Since
better initialization of the system cannot improve the
forecast against effects of such short decorrelation time
noise,this affectsour estimate of what we shouldexpect
from improved data assimilation systems. Fliigel and
Chang found that even growth associatedwith chaos
was too slow to be important compared to noise effects
in an ICM.

fleshto the older hypothesis
by Bjerknes[1969]that
ENSO arises by interaction between the trade winds
and the ocean dynamics maintaining the cold tongue.
The turnabout between warm and cold phasesof the
ENSO cycle is now thought to occur by subsurface
ocean adjustment, which we refer to as the subsurface
memory paradigm. A simple model articulated during
mid-TOGA, the SSBH delayed oscillator model, provided an exampleof how oceanadjustmentprocesses
of
a single Rossbywave, reflected at the western boundary as a Kelvin wave, coupledto a localizedpoint wind
stress anomaly respondingto a point SST anomaly,
could produce cycle behavior. Evidence that ENSO
is inherently a cyclic phenomenoncomesobservationally from a broad spectral peak in ENSO time series
and from a consensusof underlying cyclic behavior in
ENSO models. In most modelsthe cycle arisesby instability of a cyclic mode which equilibrates to a nonlinear cycle. Multiple equilibria that give warm states
and cold states in ENSO models by shutting down or
increasingthe cold tongue have been shownto be spuri-

ousby-productsof flux correction.The nonlinearcycle
in ENSO models is only weakly nonlinear, in the sense
that the spatial structureof the variability and the dominant timescaleare determinedby the leading coupled
mode of the system linearized about the climatology.
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Current successin modelingand predictingENSO with
intermediate coupled models provides strong evidence
of this weak nonlinearity. This, no doubt, contributed
to the successof the TOGA program.
Although the inherent ENSO period can be understood from the linear problem, the processessetting
the timescale are not simple. The ocean dynamicsin

whether the ENSO mode is unstable,leadingto a selfsustainingcycle, or stable, sustainedby noise,shouldbe
better substantiated.In the formercasethe modeling
communitymust elucidatethe energysource,currently
a glaring lack in ENSO theory.
The role of weather noise should be refined, building bridgesbetweenthe observationalcommunitythat
the low-frequencyENSO coupledmode are not closely works in terms of specific events and the theoretical
related to any mode of the uncoupledocean. Because communitythat thinks in terms of ensembleproperties.
the frequencyis much lower than the basin crossing The mechanisms
of seasonal
phaselockingof ENSO (or
time for Kelvin waves, the best prototype for ENSO lack thereof) are in the processof being clarifiedby
mode behavior from uncoupled oceanic dynamics ap- current debates. We anticipate considerableprogress
pears to be the periodically wind forced case first ex- in bringing together theory for ENSO variability and
aminedby Caneand$arachikI1981]and Philanderand ocean-atmosphereinteraction within the tropical climaPacanowskiI1981]. At thesefrequencies
the oceanis tology.
nearly in balancewith the wind stressalong the equaIn atmosphericmodels,gapsthat are in the processof
tor, but the regionoff the equator, especiallywest of the being filled include:building intermediateatmospheric
wind stress region, has slower adjustment times and so modelsthat treat tropical moist convection,radiation,
providesa sourceof memory to the system,creating a and cloudsbetter than the simplemodels,while remainsmall but insistent tendency in equatorial thermocline ing lesscomplexthan AGCMs, and attemptingto redepth that can carry the oscillation between phases. solve disagreementamong simple atmosphericmodels
The period reflectsa competitionbetweenthis memory [e.g. Seagetand Zebiak, 1994, 1995; Yu and Neelin,
term and feedbacksinvolving the part of the thermo- 1997].
cline that is in steady balance with the wind stress.
Areas of tropical ocean-atmosphereinteractionthat
The period in ENSO modelsthus tends to dependcon- have been initiated during TOGA but as yet lack a
siderably on parameters.
cleartheoreticalperspectiveincludethe following:inSome ENSO models possesschaotic regimes aris- terdecadalvariability of ENSO Ie.g., Wang and Roing through interaction of the slow componentsof the pelewski,1995; Cu and Philander, 1995; Wang,1995;
ocean-atmospheresystemwith the seasonalcycle. Other Wangand Wang,1996; Brassington,
19971,ENSO inscenarios for ENSO chaos have also been noted. Chaotic
teractionwith the monsoonsystem[seeWebsteret al.,
regimesdo not occur everywherein the realistic range this issueand references
therein],interannualvariabilof parameter space. Stochastic forcing by uncoupled ity in other basinsIe.g., Lamb et al., 1986; Philander,
atmosphericvariability (weathernoise)disruptingan 1986; Carton and Huang,1994; Changet al., 1997;ZeENSO cyclethat would otherwisebe frequencylocked biak, 1993],basin-basin
interaction[e.g.,Delecluse
et
to the annual cycleappearsto be an equallyviable ex- al., 1994; Latif and Barnett, 19951,ocean-atmosphere
planation for ENSO irregularity. The two explanations interactionin the tropical climatology[e.g., Xie and
sharesomefeaturesand are not mutually exclusive.
Philander, 1994; Xie, 1994a, b; Dijkstra and Neelin,
1995; Xie, 1996; Sun and Liu, 1996; Yin, 1996; Liu,
7.2.

What

Lies

1997; Li, 1997], and seasonalcycle [e.g., Changand
Philander,1994; Liu and Xie, 1994; Xie, 1994a;$yu

Ahead

Although these areas are still subject to debate and
investigation,here are someguesseson the basisof what et al., 1995; Nigam and Chao,1996; Chang,1996],
ocean-atmosphere
interactionin tropical-subtropical
inis known at the end of TOGA. It is hoped that a simple
tex'actions
[e.g.,
Cu
and
Philander,
1997],
and
oceanconsensusmodel will soon emerge that provides quanatmosphere-land
interaction.If the next 10 yearsseeas
titative insight into the dominant ENSO period and
much progressin these areas as has occurredin ENSO
that excludes the spurious nonoscillatory instabilities
associated

with

flux

correction

found

in current

mod-

els. Such a model must capture the importance of subsurface memory, as did the simple model that so aided
progress in mid-TOGA, the delayed oscillator model,
hopefully in a simpler, algebraic system. It would be
useful to retain in a simple model more accurate spatial structure than in point-coupling models, allowing
it to meet some of the observationalchallengessuch as

theoryoverthe TOGA decade,then they will be fi'uitful
ones indeed.
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